
Something Different
THAN THE FAMILIAR

Visualizing



Creating allows students to internalize information 
in order to create products to display their 
learning and understanding of different concepts.

“Putting elements together to form
a coherent or functional whole;

reorganizing elements into a
new pattern or structure through

generating, planning, or producing.”

Bloom’s Taxonomy

http://projects.coe.uga.edu/epltt/index.php?title=Bloom%27s_Taxonomy

Creating

Evaluating

Analyzing

Applying

Understanding

Remembering
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The iPad and The School

not the iPad, but how it is used

http://www.ipadinschools.com/
http://envisioningtech.com/education/

App creation as
  ‘disruptive’ element

learn about computers
   and programming

learn about marketing, communication 
 and entrepreneurialism

“information wants to be free”



St Mary’s Primary School

http://www.architectureanddesign.com.au/news/buildings/st-mary-s-primary-school-is-an-innovative-learning

SMITH + TRACEY ARCHITECTS

Greensborough, Victoria Australia



SRES 2 } Rainbow School

DLR GROUP ARCHITECTS

Los Angeles, California

http://inhabitat.com/stockholm-warehouse-transformed-into-innovative-school-using-recycled-materials/



Library Research/Ideas
What happens to the design process when I take different senses away? 
What can I see through this design process, product and reflection?

performative architecture that deconstructs the “normal”

university libraries
library in plaza-midwood
library in downtown Charlotte

“new schools share at least four characteristic features: flexibility, 
clustering, a common core and connectivity”

library as community center

individualized experiences and support at library

mobile aspect: the library deploys knowledge into the community

Joshua Prince-Ramus on Seattle Central Library by OMA
http://www.ted.com/talks/lang/en/joshua_prince_ramus_on_seattle_s_
library.html

• hyper rational process = takes rationality to an almost absurd level and 
transcends all the baggage that normally comes to what people would 
call a rational conclusion to something

• this process does not have a signature; there is no authorship; it has 
editing and it has teams, but no master architect

• challenges the high-Modernist notions of flexibility, said we will create 
singular spaces that are generic, almost anything can happen within 
them; “shotgun flexibility; the promise of high-Modernism, that in a single 
space, almost any activity can happen

• operational costs are starting to dwarf capital costs in terms of design perimeters
• so what happens is whatever is in the building on opening day or whatever seems to be the 

most immediate need starts to dwarf the possibility and subsume that anything else could 
ever happen

• propose a different kind of flexibility, what they call compartmentalized flexibility
• the idea is that within that continuum, identify a series of points
• you design specifically to them
• in the end you get as much of that original spectrum as you had hoped
• first responsibility: media and particularly the book; free access to knowledge
• second responsibility, but equally important: social role; library as community center
• book spiral on the 6—10 floors; like a parking garage for books; continuous duodecimal 

system regardless of how it expands or contracts; on one city block go up one full floor
• “The Living Room” a part of the program that OMA invented because they recognized the 

public library as the last vestige of free space.

Feedback from Presentation:
• charter schools and others instead funnel money to better public library
• PFSF Building by Howe and Lescaze
• norman foster in hong kong
• does the library share a space; like my original thoughts — libraries utilizing existing spaces or 

places like schools that don’t really have good libraries shift funding to a main library
• Map the history of the library, the functions it has serves, the contemporary needs
• Do I fulfill these needs in a totally new typology?
• revolution instead of evolution
• rename; scrub mind clean
• If I could scrub my mind of what a library is, what would I design to fulfill “these” needs?
• Go beyond trying to evolving the typology. Scrub my mind clean in the attempt to go further 

than I would be able to go by staying familiar with the typology and trying to move it forward.
• think about reducing operating costs; think about designing flexibility for future unknowns; 

think about designing funding for operational costs
• Caledonian University Saltire Center — inflatable pods
• things to learn in the things that don’t work


